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Transcending Objectivism, Subjectivism, and the Knowledge In-Between: The Subject in/of “Strong Reflexivity”

INANNA HAMATI-ATAYA*


Abstract. This paper addresses the problématique of the subject and the subject-object dichotomy from a post-objectivist, reflexivist perspective informed by a “strong” version of reflexivity. It clarifies the rationale and epistemic-ontological requirements of strong reflexivity comparatively, through a discussion of autoethnography and autobiography, taken as representatives of other variants of reflexive scholarship. By deconstructing the ontological, epistemic, and reflexive statuses of the subject in the auto-ethnographic and auto-biographical variants, the paper shows that the move from objectivism to post-objectivism can entail different reconfigurations of the subject-object relation, some of which can lead to subjectivism or an implicit positivist view of the subject. Strong reflexivity provides a coherent and empowering critique of objectivism because it consistently turns the ontological fact of the social situatedness of knowledge into an epistemic principle of social-scientific research, thereby providing reflexivist scholars with a critique of objectivism from within, that allows them to reclaim the philosophical, social, and ethical dimensions of objectivity rather than surrender them to the dominant neopositivist tradition.

Introduction:
Anti-Objectivism, Reflexivity, and the Problématique of the Subject

The ‘reflexive turn’ announced more than two decades ago as an urgently needed development in International Relations (IR) has now evolved into a sustained disciplinary concern and turned reflexivity into an explicit feature of Critical, Constructivist, and Feminist research in the
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Recently, Patrick Jackson identified reflexivity as a distinctive ‘philosophical ontological wager’ that can claim an equally legitimate place alongside other cognitive approaches in IR (‘neopositivism’, ‘critical realism’ and ‘analyticism’), within an open, pluralist conception of social-scientific research. Reflexivity, however, can be understood and performed in very different ways, which represent different kinds of ‘reflexive wagers’ for IR scholars. This paper promotes one particular kind of reflexivity, namely, “strong reflexivity.” It clarifies the characteristics of its posture and the challenges it faces, comparatively, through an analysis of autoethnography and autobiography as different reflexive variants that provide an especially useful framework for thinking about the subject in/of reflexivity. Because strong reflexivity opposes objectivist approaches on both epistemic-ontological and political-ethical grounds, it enjoins us to consider the issue of pluralism from a different angle. Some clarifications on the position of strong reflexivity within IR’s larger debate on positivism are therefore in order.

The concept of “strong reflexivity” is used in Feminist Standpoint Theory, where it refers to an epistemic-methodological commitment that follows from the acknowledgment of the situatedness of knowledge as an established sociological fact. As Dorothy Smith puts it, ‘[i]f sociology cannot avoid being situated, then sociology should take that as its beginning and build it into its methodological and theoretical strategies’. The value of this statement is restricted neither to Sociology, nor to “standpoint” theories as such. As IR’s own literature, debates, and concerns for reflexivity show, it is just as relevant to our discipline’s critique of neopositivism, objectivism,
and empiricism. However, the strong reflexivist ‘wager’ does not sit comfortably in a 2X2 analytical table as the one proposed by Jackson\(^6\), especially in relation to neopositivism.

Firstly, strong reflexivity implies a lack of tolerance for neopositivism \textit{qua} ‘wager’, which it views as both epistemically flawed and ethico-politically biased in favour of dominant power positions and interests; this point has sufficiently been demonstrated in IR and the social sciences to justify taking it as a starting-point for IR research rather than a perpetual discursive strategy of opposition. Secondly, strong reflexivity is superior to neopositivism in the sense that it can produce a meta-discourse that objectivates neopositivism itself as a form of knowledge (that is, recognise, deconstruct, and explain its social situatedness), whereas neopositivism can neither objectivate itself nor other forms of knowledge; Jackson’s two-dimensional table flattens out the meta-epistemic level that would make this distinction visible and meaningful as a classificatory and political standard. Thirdly, because it embraces the political dimension of knowledge that follows from its social situatedness, strong reflexivity entails a strategy of confrontation on neopositivism’s own turf, rather than one of withdrawal into a self-assigned margin that might or might not survive within a pluralist IR. More specifically, strong reflexivists argue that the type of objectivity that is promoted by neopositivism, objectivism, and empiricism is a ‘weak objectivity’ that fails to achieve its own purposes of understanding “the world as it is,” and equally fails to detect its own biases as a socially constructed and politically active view of the world. Strong reflexivity is therefore associated with a ‘strong objectivity’ that reclaims the cognitive, social, and ethical values of social science rather than surrenders them to neopositivism\(^7\).

Like any other social field structured by relations of power, an intellectually pluralist IR does not necessarily provide marginal or dissident approaches with an equal standing in the discipline or an equal chance of being both visible and efficient in their opposition to objectivist ones\(^8\) – in asymmetrical structures of power, nominal pluralism usually benefits the dominants. While many dissident scholars have become understandably less interested in speaking to the “mainstream” and perpetuating what appears to be inconclusive and ineffective disciplinary debates, strong reflexivity provides a convincing rationale and feasible strategy for promoting dissident perspectives more radically and more efficiently.

These are the intellectual and disciplinary considerations that underscore and frame this paper, which presents the epistemic-ontological position of strong reflexivity through a discussion of autoethnography and autobiography, both of which have recently emerged as an interesting and appealing form of anti-objectivist, reflexive scholarship in IR. The paper focuses specifically on the core problem that opposes objectivists and anti-objectivists, namely, the subject-object dichotomy. From an anti- or post-objectivist view, this dichotomy is analytically flawed and empirically misleading, and the relation of subject and object therefore needs to be redefined within any reflexive approach. The first purpose of the paper is to show that a move from objectivist to post-objectivist, reflexive scholarship can take us in very different directions, and
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that in performing this move, reflexivist scholars should be equally wary of the danger of subjectivism. Strong reflexivity entails transcending both objectivism and subjectivism, by redefining, rather than abandoning (to neopositivism) the notion of social-scientific objectivity. The second purpose is to delineate strong reflexivity as a distinctive reflexive variant grounded in a consistent view of the subject that carries the situatedness of knowledge at both the epistemic-ontological and political levels.

To do so, the paper first starts with an overview of autoethnography as a critical, reflexive anti-objectivist mode of representation that offers a compelling argument for reintroducing the subject of knowledge into scholarly narratives. This overview also serves to reformulate the problems associated with objectivist modes of representation. The paper then presents an analysis of the status of the subject that results from this move away from objectivism; it focuses specifically on the autobiographical component of autoethnography and offers a critique of it from the perspective of strong reflexivity. A deconstruction of the ontological, epistemic, and reflexive statuses of the subject in autoethnography and autobiography highlights the challenges that the problématique of the subject poses to post-objectivism generally, and to reflexivity specifically. It also provides an analytical narrative for unpacking the internal logic and requirements of reflexivity, thereby highlighting the specificity of the strong reflexivist approach as opposed to these other variants, as well as their incompatibilities. In my concluding remarks, I suggest that while strong reflexivity operates within the limits of Western modalities of knowing, it nonetheless offers reflexive IR a more empowering and efficient path to (self-)critique as a political praxis.

**Autoethnography as Subversive Scholarship: The Critique of Objectivism**

The rejection of objectivism’s subject-object dichotomy has naturally led to a reflection on what a post-objectivist view of knowledge would entail. In Ethnography, the problem was addressed as pertaining to both the methodology and the writing of ethnographic representation. Post-objectivist ethnographers called for the development of ‘critical ethnographies’ that could acknowledge and explore the viewpoint of the researcher *in context* and in her *interaction* with her object of study, and that could also be communicated to others without succumbing to the authoritative framework of the *realist* text. Autoethnography is one such type of ‘critical’, ‘alternative ethnography’. According to Carolyn Ellis and Arthur Bochner, the term was coined in the second half of the 1970s and a wide range of ethnographic studies/texts have since developed that are considered as sub-types of autoethnography or as including autoethnography as a sub-type. The genre is in fact extremely difficult to define, and its experimental, innovatory nature
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makes it impossible to either pin down all of its core characteristics, or identify those that most autoethnographers would agree on:

Autoethnography is an autobiographical genre of writing and research that displays multiple layers of consciousness, connecting the personal to the cultural. Back and forth autoethnographers gaze, first through an ethnographic wide-angle lens, focusing outward on social and cultural aspects of their personal experience; then, they look inward, exposing a vulnerable self that is moved by and may move through, refract, and resist cultural interpretations. As they zoom backward and forward, inward and outward, distinctions between the personal and cultural become blurred, sometimes beyond distinct recognition.11

As ‘a self-narrative that critiques the situatedness of self with others in social contexts’12, autoethnography can be characterised as a ‘balancing act’ that ‘works to hold self and culture together, albeit not in equilibrium or stasis. Autoethnography writes a world in a state of flux and movement – between story and context, writer and reader, crisis and denouement. It creates charged moments of clarity, connection, and change.13 The reflexivity that is entailed in autoethnography is also claimed to be a critical one: “[a]utoethnographic writing resists Grand Theorizing and the facade of objective research that decontextualizes subjects and searches for singular truth”.14 Many autoethnographers specifically argue that to undermine the epistemic “view from nowhere” that underscores this objectivist ideal of truth, the text is to be understood as ‘performance’:

The evidenced act of showing in autoethnography is…an act of critically reflecting culture, an act of seeing the self see the self through and as the other. Thus, as a form of performance ethnography, it is designed to engage a locus of embodied reflexivity using lived experience as a specific cultural site that offers social commentary and cultural critique15.

As such, autoethnographic texts can be said to have two political purposes. On the one hand, they aim to ‘democratize the representational sphere of culture by locating the particular

11 ibid.


experiences of individuals in a tension with dominant expressions of discursive power. Inasmuch as they are successful in doing so, they also aim to break the illusion of the ‘master narrative’ that is ‘the dominant, hegemonic, way of seeing or thinking the world [as it] is or should be, the narrative that often guides and undergirds social, cultural, and political mandates’. While the ‘master narrative is an artillery of moral truth,’ the ‘personal narrative defixes the truth’ and therefore extends representation to a pluralistic realm of multiple subjectivities that claim equal legitimacy in describing the world as a complex reality.

It is not surprising that IR would eventually come to autoethnography in the critique of its own ‘master narrative’, especially in relation to such concerns as the knowledge-power nexus and the ethics of scholarship. The attempt to include accounts of an autobiographical type was made in the past, but these remained secondary and separated from their authors’ scholarly writings, like footnotes that could be read as postscripts to the (IR) text rather than as the text – in the same way that ethnographers used to dismiss their field notes from the ‘“official” ethnographic experience’ and publish them as independent ‘personal’ accounts. It is only recently that such personal narratives have become a more salient component of IR scholarship, and the discipline seems to be now converging with the experience of other social sciences like History, Economics, Anthropology, and Ethnography itself.


The introduction of personal narratives in IR is indeed explicitly inspired by autoethnography. The recent articles in the *Review of International Studies* that addressed the value of autoethnography for IR and the publication of *Autobiographical International Relations: I, IR* suggest that autoethnography is an appealing disciplinary move, and that scholars interested in developing reflexivity within IR should engage its authors and their antioobjectivist concerns. Common among the proponents of autoethnography is the idea that the subject of knowledge needs to be (re)introduced so as to break the ‘fictive distancing’ of scholarly research and reveal, or expose, the personal element as a necessary vehicle of knowledge that should no longer be disciplined, silenced, and excluded by the established disciplinary doxa. Autoethnography is therefore expected to bring about a more reflexive scholarship whereby representation is shown to result from the dynamic embeddedness of the self in the world that is otherwise warped by the objectivist illusion.

Insofar as autoethnography challenges the discipline’s objectivist paradigm of representation, it performs a political role, that of transgressing, and hence subverting, the existing disciplinary doxa as well as the tacit and explicit criteria that support its reproduction and disciplining efficacy. As Richard Rorty noted, criteria are ‘temporary resting places constructed for specific utilitarian ends’. A criterion becomes a criterion ‘because some social practice needs to block the road of inquiry, halt the regress of interpretations, in order to get something done’. By violating the established system of meanings that govern and regulate IR’s academic culture, autoethnographers tell us that the road of inquiry needs to be reopened, because the lessons of the critique of objectivism have not been sufficiently translated into research practice. The first of these lessons is that if the objects of the social world are ‘constituted in virtue of representation’
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25 Inayatullah (ed.), *Autobiographical*.

26 Inayatullah, ‘Falling’, pp. 5-6.

27 Dauphinee, ‘The Ethics of Autoethnography’.

rather than ‘pre-existing our efforts to “discover” them’\textsuperscript{29}, then the \textit{process} of representation and the ways wherein we constitute our objects have to become a focus of inquiry.

This changes significantly the status, place, and role of “methodology” in the research process. The “how (we know)” becomes constitutive of the “what (we know).” Given the wide variety of methods – and the absence of a definite methodology – used in IR autoethnographic texts, it is impossible to offer a general narrative on how this is done. Some scholars rely on memory, introspection, confession, testimony, while others move back and forth between classical ethnographic fieldwork and the deconstruction of the frames of seeing they mobilise therein. What is common among (most of) them is a \textit{situating} of the subject of research along cultural, social, political, geo-epistemic or other lines, and a corollary \textit{resituating} of the subject as object among other objects, who are thereby addressed as subjects among other subjects.

This anti-objectivist practice is incomplete if it is not also communicated as such. In the words of another critical ethnographer, the anti-objectivist stance has important consequences for the way we \textit{write} scholarly accounts, and necessarily translates into a rejection of the realist text:

The conventions of the realist genre encourage the unproblematic and unhesitant singular interpretation of text, the unreflexive perception of a reported reality (subject/object) and the essentially uninteresting character of the agency involved in the report’s generation… the text is a neutral medium for conveying pre-existing facts about the world…An important corollary of this position is that the text’s neutrality excepts it from consideration as a species of social/cultural activity. The text is thought to operate at a different level from the world “about which” it reports\textsuperscript{30}.

The ‘neutrality’ that is potentially violated by autoethnographic accounts is plural. It is at once the neutrality of \textit{representation} that rests on the epistemic privilege of the scholar; the neutrality of \textit{position} that endows science with its social authority; the neutrality of \textit{consensus} that masks the politics of science; and the neutrality of \textit{disinterestedness} that posits the scholarly viewpoint as axiologically indifferent to, and disengaged from the world. Autoethnography therefore appears to pursue IR’s “critical” project more explicitly and practically, at the methodological level.

It is difficult, however, to convey or narrate the subversive power of autoethnography in IR. These texts have to be read, not least because the reader is asserted as a constitutive element of the text, invited to reflect on their own subjectivity, experience, location, positioning, and frames of seeing and thereby to question their own viewpoint. If the reader is a student of IR, autoethnography can potentially be turned into a subversive, critical teaching tool as well. But beyond these common characteristics, autoethnography in IR is still too young and too experimental to provide us with clear guidelines. \textit{Autobiographical International Relations} is a good example of the variety of ways and styles through which self-narrative can be deployed as a form of writing and a means of communicating knowledge to others. In this volume composed of 16 essays, some authors reflect on how their personal experiences and social path led them into


their scholarship, and how they shaped their journey, language, and political consciousness. By telling their stories, they sometimes also show that the international looks quite different when viewed from the perspective of lived experience, rather than abstract modelling and theorising. Other authors only (or barely) hint at how these personal experiences, memories, and life stories have shaped their identity and agenda as scholars, and leave it to the reader to reconstitute these links.

These and other autoethnographic accounts are not similar autoethnographic texts, or even equally auto-ethnographic *tout court*. This seems to be partly intrinsic to the nature of autoethnography: ‘[a]utoethnographers vary in their emphasis on the research process (graphy), on culture (ethnos), and on self (auto)’. Consequently, ‘[d]ifferent exemplars of autoethnography fall at different places along the continuum of each of these three axes’. These differences are nonetheless important. In what follows, I explore the intrinsic tension that seems to be inscribed in autoethnographic accounts, between their ‘auto’ and ‘ethnographic’ components. By unpacking the ontological, epistemic, and reflexive dimensions of this tension, I wish to demonstrate why subjective reflexivity, of which autobiography is the exemplification, cannot be an effective and critical medium for moving from objectivism to a reflexivist post-objectivism.

**Autoethnography and the Challenges of (Reflexive) Representation:**

**Thinking/Writing the Subject of/in Research**

I am not a novelist. It is critically important to clarify this. There are two main reasons why this is so. The first reason is that I don’t intend for my scholarship...to be dismissed this easily. The second is that, if I am a novelist, then I must be in the business of training a generation of novelists masquerading as social scientists behind me. And this is not the case. I want to guard against a generation of novelists just as I want to guard against the positivist tradition that entrenched an orthodoxy of knowledge production that works (unsuccesfully, in my view) to deny all traces of the self in scholarly writing and to discipline the others it encounters into rigorous categories that don’t work and never did.

It is always difficult to write about the subject in a post-positivist, post-objectivist mode. The difficulty lies in the fact that the transcendence of the subject-object dichotomy turns the subject into both an epistemic and ontic category, which in the case of autoethnography is also strongly grounded in the realm of the phenomenal and experiential. Doubtless, the value of
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autoethnography lies precisely in the promise that the subject could be written and expressed in all its complexity, not merely as an ontologically multi-layered existence, but simultaneously as a multi-sited and evolving source of knowledge that can tell a more interesting and valuable story about the world. For the sake of analytical clarity, however, this second part will first deal with the ontological and epistemological statuses of the subject separately in order to unpack the issues pertaining to the writing of the subject in autoethnographic research, before they are reassessed in conjunction with each other in accordance with reflexivity. While the conceptual and theoretical tools I use in this analysis might be viewed by autoethnographers as alien to their own cognitive framework(s) and to their scholarly and political purpose(s), and hence as manifesting yet another attempt at “disciplining” them through the imposition of exogenous standards, I see no way out of this possible dilemma: because autoethnography does not provide any clear standards along which it can be performed or assessed – indeed, such standards are often strongly rejected – the only meaningful standards are those that follow from the purpose of the assessor. In this case, my purpose is to identify those features that can be viewed as problematic for strong reflexivity specifically. What follows is therefore less intended as a criticism of autoethnography – although I hope it will be relevant to at least some autoethnographers – than as an exercise aimed at demonstrating the shortcomings of subjective reflexivity as a reflexivist alternative to objectivism, and hence simultaneously at identifying the challenges facing strong reflexivists.

The ontological I: Thinking/writing the self as other

Insofar as autoethnography includes a narrative about the self, it relies on a given ontology of the subject. Contemporary social science theory and practice define two antagonistic conceptions of the subject: the first is a modern, ‘Humanist’ notion that ‘rests on Enlightenment ideals of coherence, centering, singularity, and authenticity’; the second is a post-modern, ‘post-Humanist’ notion that ‘emphasizes fragmentation, multiplicity, contingency and partiality’. According to its pioneers, autoethnography owes its existence to the move from the former to the latter. As Norman Denzin and Yvonna Lincoln put it, ‘the time of the fiction of a single true, authentic self has come and gone’, and is now replaced by a ‘reflexive self’ that is made of multiple, conflicting identities that autoethnography draws on.

This, at least, is what autoethnography adheres to originally and in theory. Elizabeth de Freitas and Jillian Paton have investigated empirically how conceptions of the subject/self actually play out in autoethnographic research, and their conclusions suggest that ‘autoethnographic texts


enlist a notion of the self which often goes unexamined’. To investigate the underlying ‘notion of the self’ that informs autoethnographic research, they asked young autoethnographers to answer a set of questions pertaining to the(ir) self and their writing of the self in their work, including questions about the humanist and post-humanist notions of the subject. Important for the present discussion is their finding that ‘[d]espite the postmodern rhetoric that emerged intermittently in the [participants’] autoethnographic [work], we were surprised by the continued affirmation of a unified and potentially transparent self in many of the question responses’.

While the participants in this study had used an ‘arts-based paradigm’ to frame, think and write their autoethnographies, the narratives they sustained outside of the autoethnographic text were very much in line with ‘realist notions of the self’, revealing ‘their passionate attachment to a stable and coherent ideal-I’. This duality is interesting because it shows that autoethnography can be consciously performed within one ontological paradigm, but unconsciously driven by its opposite, thereby reducing the novelty and anti-objectivist dimension of autoethnography to its form only, rather than expanding them to its content. This has important consequences for the effects of autoethnography as well, insofar as the explicit ‘disclosure’ that it performs in order to break the figure of the ‘authorial’ self might in fact be the very medium through which this realist self tacitly imposes its power on both the writer and their audience.

How does this play out in autoethnographic IR texts? Well, one difficulty is that the ontology of the subject in which they are grounded remains opaque to the reader, because the text itself rarely explains the methodological posture or procedure used to construct the self as other. Given the more or less explicit rejection of definite methodological standards for writing autoethnographies, this difficulty might in fact be unavoidable. It should be possible through content- and (critical) discourse-analysis to induce these modalities of the subject from the autoethnographic texts, but without pre-established standards to measure this ‘decentering’, this analysis would be arbitrary. Autoethnographic IR texts do display different degrees of engagement with the multiplicity of the self, but it is difficult to determine the extent to which this multiplicity represents a ‘post-Humanist’ or other kind of decentering or de-reification of the subject. Is it enough, for example, to write the self as a multiple social self – child, parent, citizen, scholar – or as a multiple cultural identity, or as a succession of positions in time and space, in order to successfully perform this decentering? And if so, is this enough for this multiplicity to also ground the autoethnographic research in a process of simultaneous constitution of the self through research? There is an obvious multiplicity displayed in these texts, which is represented by the writing of the self as both ordinary social agent and as scholar, but as I will argue later, this feature can very well be contingent only rather than intrinsic and reflexive – it might simply follow from the fact that the authors just happen to be scholars.

Another interesting observation made by de Freitas and Paton is that ‘asking [the participants] to consider the ear of the reader and the issue of audience caused them to trouble the comforting notion that the self is transparent to the self’ and thereby shift their narrative from the
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39 de Freitas and Paton, p. 484.

40 Ibid., p. 491.

41 Ibid., p. 490.
humanist notion to a ‘more complex understanding of the nature of self study’. This point suggests that the mixing of the ‘realist’ and ‘artistic’ modalities of self-writing, which correspond respectively to the modern/humanist and post-modern/post-humanist ontologies of the subject, is not a technical flaw that might or might not appear in given autoethnographies, but rather an intrinsic feature of autobiographical writing as involving forms of ‘confession’ and ‘disclosure’. According to scholars who have analysed and/or written autobiographical texts, the ‘ear of the reader’ is a constitutive element of the writing of self-narratives, not least because the author’s own ear is the first ‘other’ that appears in the process, thereby constantly shifting the locus from which the self thinks and writes itself.

On the one hand, this translates into the voicing and enactment of a multiplicity of selves, which serve and illustrate autoethnography’s anti-realist stance quite well. Responding to the question of whether he was the subject of *A Lover’s Discourse*, Roland Barthes exemplifies the celebration of this multiplicity by stating that ‘[t]he subject that I am is not unified. This is something I feel profoundly. To then say “It’s I!” would be to postulate a unity of self that I do not recognize in myself’, for in the text thereby written ‘I never resemble myself’. On the other hand, this begs the question of the relationship between the act of writing the self and the existence of the self. According to Jacques Derrida, the very nature of autobiographical writing constantly displaces the self-as-other: the ear of the self-as-reader shifts the locus and voice of the self-as-writer, so that ‘[e]ven if I confess myself,...I am confessing another one. That’s the structure of confession. I cannot confess myself’. Autoethnographers who reflect on the production of their autoethnographies do identify this ‘other’ as their own creation: ‘[t]here is a sense in which we create texts inside of which we are simultaneously born’. For Barthes, this performativity is not only inevitable, but is a positive intrinsic component of the process of writing:

The modern writer is born at the same time as his text; he is not in any way endowed with a being that would precede or follow his writing; he is not in any way the subject of which his book would be the predicate; there is no time other than that of the enunciation, and every text is written eternally here and now.
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An ontological realist might ask whether the subject who emerges in the process of writing – and writing is the core method of autoethnography – is “the same” as the subject who exists independently of it. This question would swiftly be dismissed by anti-realists, who reject, as Barthes does, the existence of a unitary, static subject that would constitute the default setting of “being.” But there is another question worth asking that does not succumb to a realist notion of the subject: if the performance of autobiography is itself performative of the self, then in what specific sense does autoethnographic research reveal hidden modalities of the self, including of the self’s embeddedness in the world? More precisely, is what is being revealed something that is originally intended to be investigated, or is the object of the investigation created as the investigation proceeds, simply because it cannot be “imagined,” conceptualised, or even “lived” prior to the start of the authoethnographic inquiry?

The performative effect of autobiography raises a related question on the nature of the autoethnographic account qua scholarly account. The proponents of autoethnography – including in IR – speak of the desire to break or transcend the ‘science vs. art dichotomy’ and hence ‘move towards a kind of artistic’, ‘art-ful’ or ‘poetic’ (social) science. However, it makes quite a difference whether this artistic component is restricted to the form of a self-narrative, or whether it affects its content as well. The question pertaining to the relationship between the performative nature of autobiographical accounts and the ontological nature/status of the subject is therefore necessarily about the relationship between “fiction” and “reality.” Paul de Man addressed this specific point in his essay on autobiography:

Autobiography seems to depend on actual and potentially verifiable events in a less ambivalent way than fiction does... But are we so certain that autobiography depends on reference, as a photograph depends on its subject or a (realistic) picture depends on its model? We assume that life produces the autobiography as an act produces its consequences, but can we not suggest, with equal justice, that the autobiographical project may itself produce and determine the life and that whatever the writer does is in fact governed by the technical demands of self-portraiture and thus determined, in all its aspects, by the resources of his medium? And since the mimesis here assumed to be operative is one mode of figuration among others, does the referent determine the figure, or is it the other way round: is the illusion of reference not a correlation of the structure of the figure, that is to say no longer clearly and simply a referent at all but something more
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51 Bochner, ‘Criteria’ p. 269.
akin to a fiction which then, however, in its own turn, acquires a degree of referential productivity?.

De Man’s own conclusion is that ‘it appears...that the distinction between fiction and autobiography is not an either/or polarity but that it is undecidable’. From a poststructuralist perspective, this undecidability is not so problematic insofar as the “real” does not exist as such, or never independently of knowing subjects whose being is performed through acts of thought and language. But this certainly deserves to be explored further, especially if one is operating outside of a poststructuralist framework. As far as autoethnography is concerned, this suggests at least that some distinction should be made between modalities of thinking/investigating the self and modalities of writing the self: if writing is the essential method of autoethnography, and if writing creates a “reality” that is equally relevant to that which pre-exists the writing process, then autoethnography might be producing the same kind of ontological performativity that post-objectivists accuse positivist methodologies of. This might be unavoidable given the constitutive value of the “how” for the “what we know,” but this constitutiveness needs to be identified if it is to be reflexive.

This point is especially important for reflexivist scholars who consider reflexivity as intrinsically and purposively “critical”: if the point of social critique is to unmask the factors, structures, and processes that constitute subjects and subjectivities as social constructs (not least those associated with relations of power), then the ability to perform this unmasking is primordial. It, in turn, entails the ability to analytically and empirically objectivate the subject as a social product independently of the subject-driven creative process that necessarily accompanies the autobiographical writing of the subject and thereby turns it into a moving target constantly (re)created by the act of unmasking. This point is also intimately related to the epistemic status of the subject.

The epistemic I:
Thinking/writing the self as subject

If the ontology of the subject is a complex investigation, its complexity is exacerbated by the fact that the autoethnographic subject, qua individual subject, is at once known and knower. The status of the self in autoethnography raises epistemic questions pertaining to the nature and limits of self-knowledge that all reflexivists should consider. As was the case with the “ontological I,” these questions are related to the autobiographical component of autoethnography, which again seems to flirt with two opposite paradigms. On the one hand, autoethnography’s anti-objectivist stance translates into a dynamic understanding of the subject as a multi-layered self that evolves through its interaction with other selves. This implies that the knowing subject is constituted in the very process of social-scientific investigation. On the other, the more autoethnography relies on autobiography, the more it is informed by and displays a classical understanding of the unitary self as a/the primary source or starting-point of knowledge. As Douglas Macbeth notes, this ‘[positional reflexivity] shows some striking continuities with foundational projects and Descartes’
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especially. Centrally, both…situate knowledge’ in a ‘reflexive agency’ that ‘assigns a distinctive task and authorization to the singular analytic ego: the deconstruction of the possibilities of knowledge by the interrogation of the analyst’s positional cogito’\textsuperscript{54}. One could go further and ask whether the assumption that underscores the autobiographical self-narrative is not fundamentally antithetical to anti-objectivism – and even properly positivist – in the sense that it takes the subject of knowledge as it finds it, as a datum that is given and that can hence be known and used immediately rather than through the necessary mediation of a given epistemic or methodological procedure.

The problem, then, is that the ontology of the subject that sustains autoethnography’s anti-objectivist epistemic stance is undermined by the ontology of the subject that autobiography necessarily channels through its reliance on lived experience, which is always an experience of a realist, unitary self\textsuperscript{55}. As far as reflexivity is concerned, this is problematic for two reasons. Firstly, it grounds autobiography – and by extension, and to different degrees, autoethnography – in a ‘philosophy of the immediate’ that takes the risk of reversing the epistemic order of sociological inquiry, for insofar as ‘consciousness is not the first reality that we can know, but the last one’, we should then ‘come to it, rather than start from it’\textsuperscript{56}. The epistemic status and role of individual consciousness exemplifies the tension between the modern and postmodern modalities of (self-)knowledge, because ‘[t]o attempt to deconstruct one’s own work is to risk buying into the faith in the powers of critical reflection that places emancipatory efforts in...a contradictory position with the poststructuralist foregrounding of the limits of consciousness’\textsuperscript{57}. This ‘contradictory position’ remains whether one adheres to poststructuralism’s view of the subject or not, as long as one adopts an anti-objectivist view of the individual subject. The contradiction results from a partial adherence to post-objectivist assumptions about the subject: while autobiography reinstitutionizes the subject in its epistemic prominence, it does so without necessarily ‘desituating’ or ‘resituating’ it. As Derrida notes,

\[ [t]o deconstruct the subject does not mean to deny its existence. There are subjects, “operations” or “effects” of subjectivity. This is an incontrovertible fact. To acknowledge

\footnotesize


this does not mean, however, that the subject is what it says it is. The subject is not some meta-linguistic substance or identity, some pure cogito of self-presence…

Secondly and consequently, the acceptance of the subject as an immediately (subjectively, experientially) referential source of knowledge is problematic for those post-objectivists who aim to redefine objectivity rather than abandon it altogether: it simply turns the post-objectivist stance into a pre-objectivist one. For if the subject is to impose itself in all its immediacy, wouldn’t reflexive social-scientific research fall back into a type of pre-sociological ‘psychologism’ or an uncritical ‘spontaneous sociology’? The challenge for reflexivist scholars who consider that reflexivity leads to a stronger, more critical objectivity is to reassert the epistemic prominence of the subject without losing this critical edge. And this necessarily means that the subject-as-knower has to be treated like any other social construct.

Pierre Bourdieu et al. outlined basic rules of anti-objectivist research that can help strong reflexivists avoid the epistemic problem of subjective reflexivity. According to these authors, the understanding of social reality should follow the ‘epistemological hierarchy of scientific acts’, whereby social-scientific facts are ‘conquered, constructed, constated’. Facts should first be ‘conquered against the illusion of immediate knowledge’, because ‘the sociologist’s familiarity with the social universe constitutes the epistemological obstacle par excellence, for it continuously produces fictive conceptions or systematisations while simultaneously producing the conditions of their credibility’. The first step of an understanding of the self is therefore to operate an ‘epistemological break’ with the illusory familiarity of the self with the self – admittedly the greatest familiarity there is. The fact is then ‘constructed’ because ‘an object endowed with social reality’ is not naturally ‘endowed with sociological reality’. Without this construction, sociological understanding is reduced to the simple ‘designation of social groups or problems perceived by the common conscience at a given moment in time’. While this applies to social categories such as the family, the class, or gender, there is no a priori reason why it should not apply to the subject as well, which as Michel Foucault has convincingly shown is also a historical-cultural construct whose emergence can be located in the time and space of a specific episteme. In fact, for reflexivists, the epistemic construction of the object should a fortiori apply to the subject of

---
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knowledge. It is only after these two steps have been appropriately undertaken that one can move to the adequate empirical study of an object of knowledge that is thereby no longer approached as a given-as-social-datum. These considerations suggest that strong reflexivists need a coherent epistemic position on the subject-as-knower, itself based on a coherent anti-objectivist ontology of the subject as social construct, and that autobiographical reflexivity is inadequate for this purpose.

The other stake of this discussion is properly political but intrinsically bound to the epistemic problem. If the subject is not ‘de/constructed’ along poststructuralist, constructivist or other epistemic-methodological lines, ‘subjective reflexivity’ is likely to become ‘a trap that too easily reproduces normative conceptions of the self, agency, gender, desire,…sexuality’ and so on, especially because of the stubbornness of ‘realist’ ontologies of the self, as explained earlier. Incidentally, the careful investigation of the subject-as-knower that a strong reflexivity requires would not in any way contradict the political purpose of autoethnography itself, because

[t]o refuse to assume…a notion of the subject from the start is not the same as negating or dispensing with such a notion altogether; on the contrary, it is to ask after the process of its construction and the political meaning and consequentiality of taking the subject as a requirement or presupposition of theory.

The reflexive I:
Thinking/writing the epistemic self as other

Speaking of Oded Löwenheim’s article ‘The “I” in IR: An Autoethnographic Account’, Iver Neumann comments that it comes across as a very nice exercise in situation. The data he uses, however, is not ethnographical, but is culled from memory. Memory work is certainly a legitimate and apt data collecting method, but I cannot see why it should be referred to as autoethnographical, not least because there was no writing (cf. Gr. graphein, to write) going into the data collection. Ethnography entails not only writing up, but also writing down, while in the field. Not least due to his writing, he also succeeds in his aim of making me ‘feel IR’. I’d say that this is a successful exercise in IR autobiography. There is a cost. Foregrounding the ‘I’ backgrounds the ‘you’. Placing the reflexive ontological wager invites illuminating your own experience and leave everybody else’s in the dark. This is where placing the analytical ontological wager comes in as an alternative.


Whether one agrees with the different claims Neumann makes or the assumptions that underscore them, this excerpt raises a series of important points. I will address some of them from the perspective of reflexivity specifically.

Firstly, the reference to ‘the reflexive ontological wager’ is both a misleading simplification of the significant diversity of reflexive approaches in the social sciences, and a premature closure on the ongoing attempt to develop reflexivity as an epistemic, political and praxical scholarly stance. While reflexivists should certainly welcome the acknowledgment of reflexivity as a legitimate concern for IR scholarship (now a recognised ‘wager’ in its own right!), it is ironic that such a move would simultaneously serve to reject it as fundamentally useless in illuminating anything beyond one’s personal experience. One should rather recognise that the emergence of the problématique of reflexivity in the social sciences (including IR) is intimately related to the epistemic and political critique of positivism, and that its appeal lies precisely in the fact that it promises a powerful social-scientific alternative to objectivist, positivist epistemology.

Secondly, the important question is how one defines ‘experience’, what and how experience matters, and what cognitive role one assigns to it. Autobiographical accounts are accounts about the life experience(s) of an individual subject or about those of a group viewed from the perspective of an individual; they are also accounts that are grounded in personal experience. These two elements should be distinguished.

That an individual experience is associated with a ‘situation’ is certain. What makes such an experience valuable for social science is the extent to which the situation that produces it is social and collective, rather than singular and individual. A sociological, ethnographic or anthropological analysis of individual experiences can show that some are shared and are therefore properly social. To objectivate such personal experiences is to illuminate the situation of a “you” beyond the “I,” that is, the experience of a “we” (and by contrast, simultaneously of “others”), defined by a common social situation, whether it be that of a social group (gender, class, profession, religion, culture), or of a social position (the oppressed, marginalised, or disenfranchised). The question is to what extent and how autobiographical and autoethnographic accounts do so, through their portrayal of the experiences of both their authors and other subjects.

The problem of reflexivity emerges once this social ‘situation’ is acknowledged as specifically relevant to the production of knowledge, however broadly or narrowly defined: the situatedness of ordinary knowledge is at the origin of social constructionism; the situatedness of scientific knowledge has informed several “standpoint” theories – not least within Marxism and Feminism, but some Post-Colonial approaches as well and is a central focus of post-positivist philosophy of social science, of the sociology of knowledge and science, and of most of so-called

“continental” philosophical and sociological traditions – ‘critical constructivism’ in IR is an especially illustrative synthesis of these developments71. To consider these reflexive ‘wagers’ as sociologically insignificant would be odd, to say the least. The question for autobiography and autoethnography is whether and how their reliance on the lived experience of the individual subject of knowledge illuminates the social situatedness of knowledge, and not only for those who share their authors’ social situation.

Thirdly, a strong reflexivity entails that the two previous points be embraced conjointly, that is, that the ontological situatedness of knowledge be turned into an epistemic principle of social-scientific research: whatever applies to (the knowledge of) the individuals and groups that the subject studies equally applies to the subject herself as well as to her scholarship as one instance of situated knowledge. The separate treatments of the “epistemic” and “ontological I” in the two previous sections of this paper were thus meant to provide some analytical narrative for unpacking what is necessarily a “whole” from the reflexivist viewpoint. Far from being a mere logical loop or a formal standard of symmetry, strong reflexivity entails a ‘causal symmetry’ that puts a clear epistemic-ontological emphasis on the social nature of subjects, subjectivities, and everything else associated with them, including experience as such. This point constitutes the core principle of strong reflexivity as defined in Feminist Standpoint Theory:

…the fact that subjects of knowledge are embodied and socially located has the consequence that they are not fundamentally different from objects of knowledge. We should assume causal symmetry in the sense that the same kinds of social forces that shape objects of knowledge also shape (but do not determine) knowers and their scientific projects72.

Consequently,

…how our knowledge of the world is mediated to us becomes a problem. It is a problem in knowing how that world is organized for us prior to our participation as knowers in that process…It is not possible to account for one’s directly experienced world or how it is related to the worlds which others directly experience who are differently placed by remaining within the boundaries of the former.73

In other words, the very reasons for rejecting objectivism entail a simultaneous rejection of subjectivism. This position is exemplified in Bourdieu’s version of strong reflexivity, which highlights the limits and problems of autobiographical reflexivity for IR scholars interested in developing the strong variant.

Bourdieu’s starting-point is the antinomy between objectivism and subjectivism. While objectivism ‘sets out to establish objective regularities (structures, laws, systems of relationships,
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etc.) independent of individual consciousnesses and wills’, and hence ‘introduces a radical
discontinuity between theoretical knowledge and practical knowledge’ \(^74\), subjectivism ‘cannot go
beyond a description of what specifically characterizes “lived” experience of the social world, that
is, apprehension of the world as self-evident, “taken for granted” because it excludes the question
of the conditions of possibility of this experience’ \(^75\). If the subject is a socially constructed system
of dispositions (habitus) and cannot, as such, be understood independently of the social
environments (fields) within which they are produced and which they simultaneously reproduce or
transform through conformity or heterodoxy, then taking the subject as an epistemic starting-point
is to succumb to the social illusion that subjectivity is independent of the social order – an illusion
that is itself the product of that order.

This epistemic principle is the corollary of a specific ontology of the subject. To
understand the subject is to understand it relationally: ‘[t]o speak of habitus’ is ‘to posit that the
individual, and even the personal, the subjective, is social, collective’. The habitus, in other words,
is ‘a socialized subjectivity’ \(^76\) – it is ‘history turned nature’ \(^77\). This has significant bearing on the
specific discussion of biography as representation. One of the effects of this ‘forgetting of history’
that results from the unexamined social status of the subject is the ‘biographical illusion’, which
rests on the commonsense notion that ‘life is a [hi]story, and that a life is inseparably the sum total
of the events of an individual existence conceived as a [hi]story and the account of this
[hi]story’ \(^78\). Consequently,

the attempt to understand a life as a unique and self-sufficient series of successive events
linked only by the association to a “subject” whose constancy is probably nothing else but
that of [her] name, is about as absurd as the attempt to make sense of a subway trip without
taking into account the structure of the network, that is, the matrix of objective relations
among the different stations \(^79\).

Bourdieu’s proposed alternative is that to make sense of an individual life sociologically is
to reconstruct it as a ‘social trajectory’, that is, as the ‘series of successive positions the same
agent…has occupied in a [social] space that is itself…subject to constant transformations’. And

---


\(^75\) Ibid., pp. 25-6, my emphasis.
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this entails that one should start by (re)constructing the successive states of the field wherein this social trajectory has developed. ‘To understand’, therefore, ‘is first to understand the field with which and against which [an agent] has been formed’⁸⁰. Bourdieu showed, in two important works, the difference this relational approach makes to the analysis of individual lives, and why it is a compelling alternative to biography. The first offered a sociological analysis of Flaubert⁸¹ against Sartre’s subjectivist (existentialist) account; the other of Heidegger⁸² against Adorno’s objectivist (Marxist) one. This alternative is of course grounded in Bourdieu’s own sociological theory, but the point of strong reflexivity remains unaltered by the adoption of a different post-objectivist theoretical framework.

If the signifier “autobiography” is to be taken seriously – that is, if it is not a misnomer – then what is to be considered from the perspective of reflexive scholarship is whether it is possible at all to extract auto-biography from its constitutive biographical mode of representation. And if one is to take the signifier “autoethnography” equally seriously (which is what Neumann does when he refers to ‘writing down’ as a fundamental component of auto-ethnography), then auto-ethnographic research is expected by definition to provide an antidote to this problem – and this expectation explains why some of us might be confused when what appears to be an autobiographical account is labelled as an autoethnographic one. While one may or may not agree that the biographical mode of representation is a problem in the first place, what is important to consider within a strong reflexivist framework is that reflexivity entails a “bending back” of representation on the subject of knowledge, so to speak. Insofar as a reflexive knowledge of the world is the knowledge of a subject who is of and in the very same world she speaks of, then the critical quality of reflexive knowledge depends on the critical quality of its representational view.

Therefore, and as Bourdieu’s own self-socioanalysis illustrates⁸³, the rejection of biography as representation logically leads to a rejection of auto-biography as reflexive knowledge. Turned into ‘the ideologue of her own life’, the autobiographer adopts an introspective posture whereby a series of ‘significant’ life events are selected and brought together under a ‘retrospective and prospective’ logic of self-explanation⁸⁴. As a representation of the self, autobiography simply reproduces the ‘biographical illusion’ as an epistemic one, without providing any real reflexive insight into the opaqueness of the socially constituted self. In order to move beyond the ‘bending back of thinking thought [la pensée pensante] that is largely associated

---


⁸³ The opening sentence of the book, which is prefaced ‘This is not an autobiography’, is especially illustrative of Bourdieu’s efforts to methodically apply his theoretical framework to himself: ‘To understand is first to understand the field with which and against which one has been formed. That is why, at the risk of surprising a reader who perhaps expects to see me begin at the beginning, that is to say, with the evocation of my earliest years and the social world of my childhood, I must, as a point of method, first examine the state of the [French academic] field at the moment I entered it, in the 1950s…’ ⁸³ Bourdieu, Sketch, p. 4.

⁸⁴ Bourdieu, Raisons pratiques, p. 82.
with the idea of reflexivity’ (namely, autobiography), Bourdieu proposes to replace introspection with a rigorous, non-objectivist ‘objectivation of the objectivating subject’. This objectivation is not an end in itself, but an epistemic and methodological requisite of reflexive social-scientific research. It entails the methodical unmasking of the hidden assumptions of the subject of knowledge taken as an object of knowledge, namely, those she owes to the position she occupies in the social space, to her specific social trajectory and to her socio-cultural identity (gender, class, education, etc.), and those she owes to the doxa that is specific to all the relevant social fields that have shaped her habitus (including the scholarly doxa as a socio-politically situated one). Bourdieu thus demonstrates that a reflexivity which does not succumb to the social illusion of subjectivity does illuminate ‘everybody else’s’ experience when it does one’s own, because it addresses the subject as a collective, rather than an individual construct, and thereby ‘situates’ him/her within the commonality of social existence rather than its singularity. This simultaneously challenges the peculiar idea that one can ‘understand [oneself]’ independently of, or as opposed to, understanding ‘social and political reality as such’.

Undoubtedly, some autobiographical accounts by IR scholars do in fact contain such more or less explicit (conscious?) unmasking that conveys much more than a bio-graphical account of one’s life experiences. And those accounts that do so are especially successful in illuminating the “you”/“we” beyond the “I.” But strong reflexivity entails a systematic method for doing (and showing) so that does not rely on the individual talent, sensitivity, or purposes of the autobiographer. Systematicity is certainly not a glamorous standard, and is undoubtedly less conducive to the type of aesthetic and literary creativity that powerful (auto)biographical narratives offer their readers. While strong reflexivity does not in principle exclude the possibility of writing creatively, it might be wise to postpone the question of the unity of form and content to a later stage when the gains of reflexive research could allow such bold(er) investigations. As I suggest in the Introduction, the project of developing strong reflexivity in IR is a politically urgent one for which reflexivists might have to sacrifice, for now, some of the very interesting research paths that (some) autobiographers are currently exploring. In the meantime, the literary and aesthetic power of autobiographical accounts should not distract from their content. It is arguably easy to identify the unreflexive nature of a self-narrative (such as Kenneth Waltz’s reflections on how his life experiences have not in any way impacted his scholarship) if it is presented in an indifferent, matter-of-fact fashion; but an aesthetically powerful account that purposively offers self-explanatory statements is more likely to get the reader to uncritically buy into the writer’s ability to illuminate her own understanding introspectively.

Fourthly, if reflexivity is necessarily a cognitive posture that takes as its starting-point the questioning of the conditions of possibility of one’s knowledge, then the starting-point of strong reflexivity is the questioning of the conditions of possibility of one’s social-scientific knowledge. The reflexive subject of social science in general, and IR in this case, is not just any social agent (whose reflexivity would be manifested and performed in other ways), but specifically the scholar qua scholar. This does not mean that scholarship is a social identity independent of all others,
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quite the contrary. It does mean, however, that the social ‘situation’ of scholarship (what it is, what it does, especially in the realm of power) becomes central. The question, then, is what makes an autobiographical account an ‘IR autobiography’ (as Neumann identifies Löwenheim’s) rather than an autobiography tout court, apart from the fact that it is written by a scholar (and published in an IR journal/series). From a strong reflexivist perspective, that the author of a reflexive account is a scholar cannot merely be a contingent fact, but a necessary one. Otherwise, one should perhaps accept that the life experiences of IR autobiographers are no less, but no more valuable for IR than those of other social agents, who should then be given an equal chance and voice to offer their perspectives on the world, with equal social, cognitive, and moral authority, and an acknowledgment of their equal scholarly worth.

Autoethnography appears to combine both elements: as a type of ethnography, it is necessarily the account of a scholar, and its proponents are interested in reinstituting the perspectives of social agents whose voices are silenced in traditional scholarship. Elizabeth Dauphinee, for example, sees autoethnography as ‘a reflexive awareness of the self as a perpetrator of a certain kind of violence in the course of all writing and all representation’88. She shares this perspective with Roxanne Lynn Doty, who sees in autoethnography a way of ‘writing differently’ that ‘has the potential to create spaces that challenge the status quo, make our work more interesting, and connect in more meaningful ways to our subject matter and the human beings that inhabit the worlds we write about’89. Autoethnography therefore seems to provide an interesting option for strong reflexivity. What remains unclear, however, is the extent to which autoethnographic accounts in IR rely on, or simply are, autobiographical ones. The use of the label “autoethnography” in the discipline is already causing some confusion, especially when compared to the large literature of/on autoethnography that Ethnography has generated. To the extent that autobiography is a central component of autoethnography, the concerns raised above apply to it equally from the perspective of strong reflexivity. However, insofar as autoethnography contains an ethnographic component, a strong autoethnographic reflexivity is possible, but would require that the experiences of both the author and her subjects be addressed as collective, rather than individual ones. As mentioned earlier, this is an essential point that follows from the acknowledgment of the situatedness of knowledge, which in the case of strong reflexivity cannot be merely equated with the singular or idiosyncratic ‘viewpoint’ or ‘perspective’ of individuals90, but with a shared experience that is specific to a given social ‘situation’, which generates specific practices, ways of seeing the world, and values. Therefore, the scholarly viewpoint that autoethnography emphasises as problematic in its objectivist modality needs to be objectivised as a social construct, and strong reflexivity requires that this be done without replacing the objectivist view of the scholarly self with a subjectivist one.

Finally, and consequently, strong reflexivity (whether autoethnographic or otherwise) necessarily requires that the sociology of knowledge/social science inform social-scientific research, including IR research. Within this framework, autobiographies are of great value.


Notwithstanding the problems associated with autobiographical writing (especially the fact that these accounts are not spontaneous but crafted through intense reflection), they are not different from the material social scientists collect through interviews. They are therefore valuable as a type of datum to understand how different modalities of the subject play out in different settings and conditions, and how they are affected by a wide range of social factors and ‘situations’. From this perspective, it would make sense to use the autobiographical accounts of IR scholars as one particular instance of autobiography, which could be compared to other autobiographical narratives in order to illuminate what the scholarly subjectivity owes to the specificity of the academic position and scholastic habitus (the skholè91), but also how scholarship affects the construction of subjectivity itself. This would allow us to ground our anti-objectivist assumptions about the knowing subject in a social-scientifically robust demonstration of the contingencies that subtend the scholarly standpoint92.

Concluding Remarks

This instrumental view of autobiography follows from my argument against its epistemic adequacy for strong reflexivity. This argument does not, however, preclude the (paradoxical) possibility that autobiography could lead to a different kind of strong reflexivity, one that operates on the basis of a completely different transcendence of the subject-object dichotomy, that is, a different mode of conceptualising the social in the subject. ‘You are not the drop in the ocean. You are the mighty ocean in the drop’. I use Mawlana Jalaluddin Rumi’s phrase as both a powerful metaphor for this alternative concept of the subject, and an indication of its strangeness to Western modalities of knowledge – even critical knowledge. It manifests a reversal of the inside-outside dichotomy, and therefore an altogether different way of transcending it, whereby introspection becomes the path to knowing the world. As attested by the traditions of non-Western mysticism such as Sufism, this introspection is neither spontaneous, nor immediate. To attempt to inscribe it in language is to annihilate it. It can neither be written, nor narrated. Its method is “against method” and its truth “against truth.” The word “introspection” cannot even capture the posture that constitutes it. In fact, none of the concepts available to us in the languages through which and in which the Western episteme has produced itself (whether English – allegedly the language most suited for analytical thought – or French/German – dialectical thought) is appropriate to denote such an alternative path: neither “world,” “knowledge,” “self,” nor even “reflexivity” can grasp its alternative meanings. For this alternative autobiography, “autobiography” itself is an inadequate signifier.

It might be conceivable to transcend the very episteme that shapes at once our language, our thought, our view of the world and our critique of them, and explore this alternative transcendence of the subject-object. In the meantime, the strong reflexivity this paper promotes can be viewed as limited to the Western modalities of critique but not powerless within them. It

91 Bourdieu, Méditations pascaliennes, pp. 24-25.

92 Interestingly, Feminist Standpoint Theory, which stresses the idea that a ‘standpoint’ is different from a ‘viewpoint’ or ‘perspective’ and hence only starts from shared experience in order to construct it into a cognitive standpoint, also uses ‘autobiographies’ and ‘ethnographies of women’ as experience-illuminating data. See Hilary Rose, ‘Hand, Brain, and Heart: A Feminist Epistemology for the Natural Sciences’, p. 75; Hill Collins, ‘Learning from the Outsider Within’, pp. 103-126; and Harding, ‘Introduction’, p. 6; in Harding (ed.) The Feminist Standpoint Theory Reader.
rests on the belief that we can indeed objectivate the system of meanings and taxonomies that are at once the conditions of possibility of our thought and its constitutive matrix – those ‘unthought impensées’ categories of thought that delimit the thinkable and predetermine what is thought [le pensé]"\(^93\) – and do so recursively and correctly as our understanding of knowledge develops. Strong reflexivity therefore exploits, in a positive, empowering way, the tension that is inscribed in our critique of objectivism. The situatedness of knowledge is a ‘scandal’ for the subject-object dichotomy, in the way that the incest prohibition appeared to Claude Lévi-Strauss as a ‘scandal’ for the nature-culture dichotomy: ‘something which no longer tolerates the nature/culture opposition…, something which simultaneously seems to require the predicates of nature and culture”\(^94\). To acknowledge the situatedness of knowledge is to reject the subject-object dichotomy; to deploy the strong reflexive posture is to critique objectivism from within and hence deploy critique as a political praxis, until a fully articulated reflexivist modality of knowledge can replace the old universe of meanings and their associated concepts. To critique from within consists in conserving all [the] old concepts within the domain of empirical discovery while here and there denouncing their limits, treating them as tools which can still be used. No longer is any truth value attributed to them; there is a readiness to abandon them, if necessary, should other instruments appear more useful. In the meantime, their relative efficacy is exploited, and they are employed to destroy the old machinery to which they belong and of which they themselves are pieces. This is how the language of the social sciences criticizes itself.\(^95\)

In this epistemic-political act is simultaneously resolved another problem:

Without any distance between subject and object, modern scientific knowledge looks deeply damaged. But things can get even worse in the case of critical tasks. While most critical traditions assume the so-called “critical distance” as a necessary condition for critique, the confusion between object and subject roles erases such a distance. The modern, that is, Kantian, foundation of critique on the subject-object opposition does not work anymore.\(^96\)

In the simultaneous act of rejecting the truth-value of the subject-object dichotomy and of instrumentally exploring the tension inscribed in it, strong reflexivity reconfigures the very possibility of critique that the critique of objectivism annihilates. Without this distance, the enunciation of the “bending back” and the “scandal” is no longer possible. Both metaphors need


\(^95\) Ibid., p. 284.

to be preserved if reflexivity is to achieve the epistemic and discursive dimensions of critique as a political praxis: opposing and shaming. Strong reflexivity makes it possible to do so in the language that neopositivism can understand, and can therefore not ignore.